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Abstract-This paper considers some easily testable and diagnosable network realizations･

First, we propose three types of network realizations by modifying Reddy's easily testable

network. Second, we discuss each type of the network realization in detail andgive the

syntheses algorithms to obtain the optimum network realization for a glVen logical function･

we also show that these network realizations are superior
to other realizations in the fault

detection and fault diagnoses･ Last, we compare these network realizations with
Reddy's

easily testable network･

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, much efforts have gone into the

developments of bigb reliability and the fault diag-

noses techniques for the digital systems, in accorda-

nce with the achievement of the large scale on-line

systems･ Specially on the latter problem, as the sy-

stems get larger and more complicated by the in且uence

of the lntegrated Circuits, the usual diagnoses tecbni･

quest)~3) have become impractical･ Therefore, in the

previous paper4)-6) we had proposed some network

realizations which are suitable for the fault diagnoses,

as one solution. On the contrary, S.M. Reddy7) had

investigated the desirable properties of easily testable

networks and also proposed a realization for an

arbitrary logical function. On the other hand, Hayes8)

had indicated that observability and conirollabih'ty of

the networks
are the two important properties for

their testability and diagnosability･ From these view

points, in this paper we shall propose three types of

casiLy teslable and diagnosable network realizations

(Ⅰ),(Ⅰ) and (Ⅱ).9)〟ll)Asthe same with (7),

the collector parts of these network realizations are

all constructed in the cascade of Exclusive OR gates.

These realizations have many of desirable properties

not only for the fault detection but also the fault

location. 1n seciion
2, we shall gIVe Reddy's
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network realization and some preparations. In

section 3,4 and 5, we shall present the easily testa-

ble and diagnosable network realizations (Ⅰ), (Ⅰ)

and (Ⅱ) respectively and alsogive their properties,

fault detecting tests and fault diagnoses procedures

in detail. Last, in seciion
6, we shall compare

these network realizations andgive some conclusions･

2. REDDrS NETWORK REALIZATION AND

PREPARA TZONS

Reddy7) has investigated the desirable properties

of easily testable network and given an easily testable

network realization of Fig. 1 which is composed of
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Fig. 1 Reddy･s Easily Testable Network Realization
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AND gates and Exclusive OR gates (from now on,

represented as EOR gaics)･ Then an n･variable logical

function fn can be expressed in a unlque Reed-Muller

canonical form 12)

asgiven in (1);

f.=co⑳tl◎t2⑳･-◎t.1⑳･･･◎tm (1)

where the symbol co is understood to be the

binary constant o or 1, and each term i,.is a product

of some Input Variables without complements.

For example, a 5-variable logical function f5 Can

be expressed

f5= 1 ◎xIX3◎xIX2X3◎xIX2X.◎x3X.⑳xIX,X.◎x2X3◎

x2X3X4⑳xIX2X3X4◎xIX5⑳x2X5⑳xIX2X5◎x3X5 ◎x3

x4X5◎xIX3X4X5(βx2X3X4X5⑳xIX2X3X4X5 (2)

In Reddy's network of Fig･ 1, each AND gate

can reaiize a term of (1)and the cascade of EOR

gates is used to collect all terms by operation of

logl'cal
ring-sum. Then the fault detection of

Reddy's
network was investigated in detail･ If only

Permanent Stuck-ai-0 (s-a-0) or stuck-at-1 (s-a-1)
faults occur in a slngle AND gate or a slngle Eo且

gate is faulty, the following results were derived on

the fault detectirlg test Sets for Reddy's networks;

1) only (n+4) tests, independent
of thc function

being realized, are required if the prlmary Inputs are

fault･free･ 2) only (n+4+2ne) iesls are required, if

the primary Inputs Can be faulty,
where n. is the

number of variables appearing in even
number oE

product terms in the Reed-Muller canonical form of

the function･ It is noted that one of the major draw-

backs of Reddy's
network is the number of logic

levels, l･e･, it may requlre a large number of logic

levels in the collector of the network. Furthermore,

Reddy's network is not suitable for the fault

location･ Therefore in the next sectionst we propose

three types
of network realizations wbicb are

suitable

not only for the fault detection but also for the fault

location, by modifying Reddy's network.

Now we glVe SOme definitions and assumptions

wbicb are used in the following Sections.

[Defim'tion l] A logical product of some literals

is called as a term.

[Definition 2] ii denotes a term containing only

uncomplemented literals

〔Defilu'iion3〕 gt denotes a term
which may contain

complemented and uncomplemented literals

〔DefiTu.lion 4〕 For a logical function I,I(m,･)deno･

tes the value of the function for aminterm m,.

〔DefiTu'tion5〕 The length l(i,･)of a term lL means

the i111mber of literate in it.

[DefiTu'tion 6] For a logical function I" define the

Set Of minterms m,･

off.(m,)-1 as ON〔f.], i.e.,

ON〔f"〕- (m,･lf"(m,･)-1, m.･ is a minterm.).

[Definition 7] Let lAI denote the number of ele･

ments in a set A.

[Assumptions] In this paper we set limitation to

the fault as follows:

1) yange of fault; stuck-at10 and stuck-at-1

fault in AND gates and any faults in EOR gates.

2) number of faults; single fault, i.e.,there exists

at most one fault in the network at a time.

3) iybe of faults; stationary fault, not inter-

mittent fault.

3. EASEL Y D)AGNOSABLE NETWORK REALZ_

ZATTON (I)

In this section, to improve further the controlla-

bility and diagnosability
of Reddy's network, we insert

some EOR gates and external inputs c･'1 and c･.2(where
i-1,2,･･･,m) as the control logic and inputs.Asthe

result･ Qn easily dlag"osable
network realization (I)

can be obtained in Fig. 2. It is shown that each

internal outptlt function l′,･and h.･ satisfy the follo･

wing desirable properties for the controllability of ihc

network (I).

Cl+c㌻
--･

C,Lc… -I- c!⊂22 cミci

-mn-leyeI一 一J･(九-(eYeI- -2出-!eYeトー7s(- Ieye!-

Fig･ 2 Easily Diagnosable Network Realization ( I )

PT･OPeTiy 1; t'Fi,･･c'-1, for all i.I

P.T･OPeT･ty 2; h戸i′,･◎c''2=(i.･･CEl)◎c'12,for all i,･

PropeT･ty 3; Set c･'Fl and c'2-0, thc7l h,･-i,.

Properly 4; Set cLl-1 and c･2=1, then h''-i･'

PropeT･ty 5; Set cll-0 Cnd c･2-0, then h戸0

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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(a) a re,m xi (ら)a term Xl為･･･丸(⊂)ロ(elm Xi,Xも'''X･'l(a) a ferm (e) two (erms

vhe,e.2<l<n-1
XilXt''''Xi. Xi･･1･X･l･,

wflere, 7≦J≦L where, h>k

2<l<n-7

Fig. 3 Restrictions on Realizations of Each Term

PT･OPeT･ty 6; Set c'll-0 and c''2-1, then h,.-1 (8)

Obviously from (3), if we apply the logical

constant i toall primary inputs xl, X2, ･･･, X" then

each output function t′.･gets equal to the value of

cEl. Hence, by applying the logical constant 0 or 1

properly to each control input cll, We Can Set inde･

pendently each t',･ to be an arbitrary constant 0 or

1.As(6) holds for any i.･, h,I is said to be

completely controllable by a set of lines (c''l,CJ'2).
6)

The properties
6

and 7 show that the output of each

hi Can be set toan arbitrary constant, by applying

logical constant to c'1and c''2. Thus, it is clear

that the Network (I) of Fl'g. 2 is 8uPerior in the

controllability to Reddy's network. As is clear

from Property 3, The network realization for a given

logical function by Fig. 2 is the quite same with 〔7〕.

However it is assumed that control inputs Oil and cI2

can be used not only in the fault detection but also

in realizing a glVen logical function. If an n-variable

logical function f" isgiven in a Reed-Muller canonical

form of (I), then we realize the logical function by

the Network (I) of Fig･ 2, based on the followi喝

rules;

(Rule I) : Consirucl such a term that is composed

of a single variable, i.e., a ierm with length 1, in

the form of Fig. 3(a).

(Rule 3) : Construct a term with length n in

lhe form of Fig1 3(b).

(RzLle 3) : Construct a term wtlh length I (u)here

2≦l≦(n-1) l'n lhe form of el'iher Fig･ 3(c) or Fig･

3(d).

(Rule 4) : IJ-, in a given logl'cal function, the

number h of terms with length 1 is greater lhan ike

number k of terms with length greater than or equal

2, then k terms of length 1 are constructed by lue

1, and lhe remaining (h-k) terms
with lcngih 1 arc

assumed io be realized in the form of Fig. 3(e)I

Next, the following theorem can be easily derived

on the fault detecting tests set for the Network (Ⅰ).

[TheoT･em l] Only (n+2) tests El, E2 and T,I (i-

1,B‥N) shou,n in (9) arc required for the fault

detection of the NetuJOrk (I), if lhe Primary 1'npuls

are fauli･free.

xo; xI X2 XL Xn; GIL C21 Cポ1; C12 C22･C)芦･Cm2

El-[0; 1 l･･1･･1; 0 0･･0; 0 0･･0･･0]

E2-[1; 1 1-1･･1; 1 1･･1; 1 1･･1･･l]

Tl芦〔8; 0 1-1-1; 1 1-1; 〕 (9)

T23[l; i 0 1･･1; i 1･･1; ]

T,.-[-; 1 1･･0･1; 1 1･･1; ･･･e!j･･･
]

T.-[-; i 1･･1･･0; 1 1･･1; ]

where

e･･j= (:,i
if i′,･-1, for ike input Pattern of T.I

if t'j-0, w

(The proof is
omitted.)

aO)

Even if the primary inputs can be faulty. we

can realize the Network (I) for which only (n+2)

icsts of (9) Dr a few additional tests plus the (n+2)

tests, are required. The algorithm for realizing stlCh

a network were investigated in detail･18) It is further

shown that ike Network (I)can be diagnosed easily

and effectively. The fault locating procedures for lhc

Network (I) by ike L7dtlbtive experiment
was studied
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in [10]. However, an m-level Network (I) which

realizes an n-variyable logicalfunction, needs (n+2m+

2) external terminals in all. On the contrary, Reddy's

network needs only (〟+2) external terminals. In

practice, tile amount Of terminals and delays of

networks, are strictly limmited in the integrated

circuits technology. Therefore, the network realization

(I) will be unsuitable for the logical functions that

possess the large value m in the Reed-Muller canonical

form.
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Fig･ 4 Easily Testable Network Realization (Ⅰ);
〝 is an odd number.

Ct〝

Fig･ 5 Easily Testable Network Realization (Ⅰ);
〝 is an even number.

4. EASILY TESTABLE NETWORK

REALtZA TZON( Ⅰ)

In this section, modification of Reddy's easily

testable network is given in Fig. 4, to reduce the

number of logic levels in the collector of the network.

In Reddy's network and the Network (I), only

uncomplemented input
variables can be used. On the

contrary, the modiAed network realization (called as

ike Network (Ⅰ))allows each AND gate to be applied

not only input variables but also their complements.

We also annex an Exclusive OR
cascade to the

Network in order to detect all single faults at the

primary input buses easily. Furthermore we will

combine all input lines of the Eo且 gates for comple-

ments, to reduce也e pin number of the network.
Then

the next two types of realizations are considered; I)

the network realization of Fl'g. 4, if the number of

input variables n is an odd number. 2) the network

realization of Fig. 5, if n is an even number. The

requirement that two types of realizaitons are con-

sidered is due to the fact that EOR gates are modulo

2 adder, which imply that an even number of changes

at the inputs to the EOR gates cancel out and do not

sensitize the changes to the output uJ. In the Network

(Ⅰ), 1etz-1 (or,(zl,Z2)-(1,1)), thenwe can

obtain as (yl,y2,y.)-(=1,=2,..,X-.).On
the contrary,

if we set as a-0 (or, (zl,Z2)-(0,0)), then we can

obtain as (yl,y2,..,y.)-(xl,X2,..,X").
Therefore both

of input variables and their complements can be

applied to AND gates of ike Network (Ⅰ), by setting

a-1 (or,(zl,Z2)-(1, 1)). Accordingly we can reduce

the logical levels of ike Neiu)orb (I[) in comparison

with Reddy's network and ike Network (I).As

obviously known, to obtain ike optimum Network( Ⅰ)

with the least number of logic levels, we must express

an n･variable logical function I. in the extended

Reed-Muller form that has the minimum number of

terms as

I. -gl⑳g2⑳
- ⑳g,･⑳- ⑳g竹 ul)

where each a,･ is the binary constant or a term.

However it is difficult and sometimes unpractical to

obtain the optimum network realization.
14) Therefore

we shall present the synthesis algorithm for obtaining

a near-optimum network realization. Then the follow･

lng theorem will be available.

[Theorem 2] For a given n･variable logl'caL

functionI-, ii can be expressed as ul), if and only if

there exist an odd number of terms gj Which satisfy

gJ(m,.)-1 for each minler m,･ of I.(m,.)-1, and

that there exist an even number of lel･mS a,･ Which

satisfy a,.(m.A)-1 for each mincer m( of I.(m.I)-0.

(The proof is
omitted)

By using the above Theorem 2, we have
obtained

the synthesis algorithm for a near･optimum network

realization. By transforming (10), we can gain

I.◎gl◎g2◎ -

◎gj◎
-

◎gm≡0 82)

wbere () denotes the function
whose value is con･

stantly zero.

Accordingly the problem of obtaining each
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term of (〟) is
essentially

to seek terms successively

and operate ring-sum to the function untill the

resulting function become zero･ ln the synthesis algori･

t也m, we will choose each term gノ1n accordance with

the following criterion.

〔criterion〕 For a Logic funclionf, we have

priority lo ike term g,. whose ION〔f⑳g,･〕lis ike

Least number.

the synthesis a190rithm=

step 1; For a given n･variable logical function I.,

let I-I..

step 2; Set i-1 as an initial condition.

step 3; Compute the number of 10N〔f〕L･

step 4; If ION[f]L-0, then go io lhc slop 9･

Olheru)ise go io ike step 5.

step 5; Seek the integer number m,･ such that

2hl･'>_ LON〔f 〕I>2如~1

step 6; Choose ike term g[ of all
terms whose length

is equal or greater lhan (n-mi), in accor-

dance with the criterion.

step 7; Compute I as I-f⑳g,･･

step 8; Lei i-i+1 and go io ike sic.b 3.

step 9; Expand ike logical function I. as

f.-g1⑳g2⑳ ･

･◎g.⑳ -⑳g.I-1

where each
lerm g. was given by ike sleb 6.

we have also programmed the algorithm and

applied the 5-variable logical function of (2) in

section
2. Then we can obtain the following result as

f5- X3X5⑳xIX2X4⑳xIX2X3X5⑳xIX2X3X4X5 u3)

Cl｡

JL/

Fig. 6 The Network Realization f5 0f Eq･ (2)

Note that we can realize the function by ihc

Network (Ⅰ) of Fig. 6 that needs only 4-logic levels･

on the contrary, Reddy's network and ike Network( I )

need 16-logic levels.
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Next, on the fault detecting tests for ike Net-

u'ork (Ⅰ) of Fig. 4 (or, Fl'g･5), we can gain the

following tbeorem･

〔Theorem 3〕 Ii l's suHicienl
io apply ai most

(n+6) lest inputs of (14), to deieci ike single fault

in the Network (Ⅰ) thai realllzes an n-varl■able

logical funclion･

Cw

Fig. 7 Easily Testable Sequential Circuit Realization

co; xI X2･･Xl･-Xn; a; C.p

zl-[0;1 1･･1･･1;0;1]

z2-[1;1 1･･l･･1;0;0]

z3-[0;0 0･10･･0;0;11]

z4-[l;0 0･･0･･0;0;0]

z5-[-;1 1-1･･1;1;-〕

t6-[-;0 0･･0･･0; 1;-] u4)

Tl-[-･,0 1･･ l･･ I; 0;-]

T2-[-;1 0･･1･･l;0;-]
＼

Ti-ト;1 1･･0-1;0;-〕
＼

T.-〔-;1 1-1-0;0;-〕

where
_ can be taken any value･

(The Proof is given
l'n (ll))

It isknown that the Network (Ⅰ) can be extended

to an easily testable sequential circuit of Fig･ 7･ The

sequential circuit
uses D-iyPe糊･Pops as memory

elements and ike Network (Ⅰ) as the combinational

part･ we have also
discussed the fault detecting

procedures of the sequential circuit
in detail帆

5. EASILY DIAGNOSABLE UNIVERSAL NETI

WORK (Ⅱ)
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Fig･ 8 Easily Diagnosable Network Realization(Ⅱ)

In this section, we propose an easily diag:10Sable

network realization shown in Fig. 8, which hereafter

we call as ike Netu,orb (Ⅱ). It is constructed by

the block part which is the iteration of the blocks,

and the collector part wbicb is a one-dimensional

cascade of EOR gates･Asshown in Fig･ 9,
each

block Bl'n possesses n･prlmary control lnPutS ter-

minals c'll, CE2, ･･･, C･"･ Because
of its geometrical

regularity and
its

control terminals, the Network (Ⅱ)

increases the controllability･ In the case of allowing

Inputs tO the control terminals c･j in the form of

binary constant, uncomplemented input variables and

also complemented input variables each block B･1. can

generate an arbitrary term as an output ofy'. Hence

any logical function I. of (ll) canbe realized by lhe

Network (Ⅱ). Then we can obtain the following

theorem about the fault detecting tests of ike Network

(Ⅱ).

〔TheoT･em 4〕 Independently
of u'hether 2rtmary in-

puts could be faulty or not, (n+句tesis are
su6icieni

dud enough to detect $lngle faults of the Network

(証) (See 〔9〕and 〔16〕)

It is also shown that the Network(耶is suit-able

for the fault focaficrn･ The fault loc8tirrg
procedure

is derived to be able to identify whether in the cold

1ector part or in which block there exist faults.

Moreover a t･ype of fault can be identi鮎d
with some

ambigt:ity.

Furthermore, by preparing 皇ome Spare b一ocks
and

collectors to the Network (Ⅱ), it is possible to repair

the faulty network systematical】y' after the faulty

point and the type of fault have been found. It is

also noted that Eke Network (Ⅱ)with more than 2オー1

blocks can
organize an n･variable universal loglCal

netw･ork.1
7)

c! d

Xi

X2

I

1

1

1

1

X,I

Table. 1

l'nPUFbus

f
i

i 【【

n
‖
I

‖
u [

H
旺l

[[
叩■■■¶

一

固

yLoulpu(

Fig･ 9 Circuit Structure of Each Block B･･n

Reddy's network l Network (I) f Network (Ⅰ) I Network (Ⅱ)

number of fault detecting

tests

;)*I n+4* I n+2 l n+6

*2TJ n+4+2ne
〟+2+α

(oTia-<'2T;e)I
n+6

n:odd, n+5
1●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

n:even n+6

number of extemal input out･

put terminals

****

n+2m+2 n+mn+2

fault location (diagnosability) imbossl'ble

loglC levels I large

References

*
n denotes the number of the

Possible l impossible I possible

large J small

〔10〕 l 〔11〕 〔9〕,〔16〕

prlmary Input variables of the network.
** ln the case that the primary inputs are fauLl･free.

*** In the case that the prlmary Inputs Can be faulty.
****

m denotes the number of its logic levels.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presenf.ed three types of

easily testable and diagnosable network realizations･

Specially we have investigated the properties, the

fault detecting tests and the synthesis algorithm of

each network realization. Last we can obtain the

Table. 1 which summarizes the comparisons of these

easily testable networks･
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